
Introduction to Business: 
The Box Challenge

Marketing: The management process responsible for 
identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer 

requirements profitably.



The role of marketing

• What is marketing?
• The importance of marketing.

• The benefits to entrepreneurs of looking at 
trends and changes in the external 
environment.



Time to think .... What is the link?



They are examples of subscription 
boxes



Marketing
• A business needs to ensure it has a competitive advantage; the 

features that makes it succeed against competitors.
• As fashion, shopping habits and technology changes, businesses 

need to adapt as well, otherwise they will fall behind.
• One way some businesses are doing this is by moving away 

from traditional shopping and offering a subscription box. This 
is the recurring delivery of products packaged in a box to create 
an experience, trigger surprise and offer value.

• The UK’s subscription box market is forecast to grow 
significantly by 2022 according to a new report from 
Royal Mail.



How significant is this? Match the figures to the fact

Fact
A. The forecasted growth of the subscription 

market from 2017 to 2022.
B. The number of UK consumers that say they 

subscribe to a subscription box for themselves 
of someone else.

C. The number of 25-34 years olds signed up to at 
least one subscription box

D. The percentage of food related boxes bought by 
shoppers in 2019

Figure

1. 27%
2. 37%
3. 77%
4. 52%



Answers: Match the figures to the fact

Fact
A. The forecasted growth of the subscription 

market from 2017 to 2022. (3)
B. The number of UK consumers that say they 

subscribe to a subscription box for themselves 
of someone else. (1)

C. The number of 25-34 years olds signed up to at 
least one subscription box (4)

D. The percentage of food related boxes bought by 
shoppers in 2019 (2)

Figure

1. 27%
2. 37%
3. 72%
4. 52%



Marketing and Covid-19
• A country or worldwide event such as this can have a significant 

impact on business, meaning a business needs to react or lose 
customers. 

• Sales of Recipe box organisations such as Hello Fresh, Gusto and 
Pasta Evangelists saw a surge under lockdown.

• Other businesses adopted the idea of the box to get their 
business and experience into the homes of its customers e.g. 
Pub in a Box - beer, glass, snacks, music quiz, beer mat and 
exclusive playlists.

• Data shows online searches for cream teas and afternoon tea to 
be boxed and delivered have also surged during lockdown.



Over to you: The BOX challenge

• You have been given a cardboard box. 
• How are you going to add value and turn it into a 

profitable product that is an experience and surprise 
for the receiver? 

• The box itself costs £1.00



Your options ...
Option 1: Subscription box

• Come up with your own monthly 
subscription box idea. 

Option 2: Prom in a box

• A number of Year 6 and Year 11 pupils across 
the country will miss out on events to mark 
the end of their time at primary and 
secondary school. You need to develop a box 
that will enable them to celebrate this 
milestone.

PROM

• Write a BRIEF business plan (no more than 1 page) including:

– It needs to have a name, a possible strap line and design of the packaging.

– An outline of your product (BOX and contents) and why you chose it.

– The market you are entering INCLUDING an outline of your target customer and your competition. 

– It is key that you explain how you will differentiate yourself in this market.

– A rough estimate of costs and selling price.

– How you intend to promote your product with an explanation of why this is suitable.



Good luck

• This is a great opportunity to put your 
entrepreneurial and planning skills to the test.

• We look forward to reading your ideas
• Email: nbrothwood@qeliz.ac.uk
• Deadline for entries - 3pm, Thursday 2nd July.

mailto:nbrothwood@qeliz.ac.uk

